
 

Electric Quilt 7 Torrent Free

Use the EQ software to discover 21 of Karen's most spectacular quilts.n Print warp patterns,
patterns, or quilt circles for her design. Detailed Guide to the Quilling Master. Use the base

for more elaborate dress-ups: shirts, dresses, coats, and designer clothes. By printing and
transferring the scheme to a scarf, blanket or shawl for inspiration. Add details such as

pleats, cuffs and sleeves to a scarf or shawl to create a lightweight patchwork quilt. Printed
and translated, Karen applies fabric elements to fully capture your inspiration. Use thick

cardboard or heavy paper as the base for most designs. Sort and select unsorted fabric from
this fabric. Prepare and clean the fabric for the quilt. To remove debris from the side where
you will quilt, use fabric from the other side of the fabric. To clean the front of the fabric,

steam it under boiling water for 15 minutes. This will remove fabric odor and small pieces of
fabric fibers. (Note that pre-steam the fabric before use, as this will loosen the stitches!)
Using a sewing machine, transfer the details or pattern of the base of the blanket to the

fabric. Attach fabric to cardstock or paper for design using pins or glue. Examples of fine
jewelry. Stylish Natural Fabrics for Quilts at Karen Chen's website. Length: Width: Approx 8

inches (20.6 cm) Thickness: Approx 2 inches (5 cm) More purchases from Karen Chin
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